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This assignment gives you an opportunity to research an exemplar of creativity in your discipline, 
consider their achievements and then create a poster that can be shared with the wider campus.  

 
Description: Create a 17x11” poster including a photo of your hero and at least two images of 
his/her work. This assignment will require distillation and a careful dialog between texts and 
images. We will use PowerPoint for this assignment. It is 
amazingly effective and easy to use. 
Tips: 
1. Posters are basically pictorial statements. Visual 

communication precedes verbal communication. 
About 70% of the total area for pictorial imagery and 
30% for the verbal text usually works well. 

2. Quickly communicate content. Eliminate visual and 
verbal non-essentials.  

3. Consider the context in which it will be shown. 
Including a border in the design helps make a poster 
stand out on a cluttered wall. 

4. A vertical format is preferable. It is more familiar and 
makes good use of display space. 

5. A poster should have a focus and impact. Let one 
element or idea dominate. 

6. Strong contrast (light/dark) is essential for readability 
and can increase impact. 

7. All elements should be carefully selected to reflect 
the nature of the event. 

8. Photographs often must be modified. A poster is a 
graphic statement—not reality. 

9. Distinctive or exotic type styles are best used for the main heading. Neutral type styles, such 
as Helvetica, Arial, Palatino, or Optima are usually used for most of the copy.  

10. A simpler, more neutral style of type is preferred for copy of lesser importance. Lower case 
letters are easier to read than all capitals. 

 

 

TARGETS 1 2 3 4 5 COMMENTS 
How comprehensive is your text? Does it really 
provide the information needed? 

      

How effectively have you selected and distilled the 
text included in the poster?  

      

Are fonts compatible and appropriate to the subject?       
Are colors compatible and appropriate to the subject?       
Do words and images work together well?       
What is the overall visual impact?        

Biography 
Crystal(Pite(is(an(interna-onally(recognized(Canadian(performer(and(choreographer,(former(company(
member(of(Bri-sh(Columbia(Ballet(and(William(Forsythe’s(Balle>(Frankfurt.(
Since(1990(she’s(created(over(40(pieces(with(Ballet(Bri-sh(Columbia,(Nederlands(Dans(Theater(I,(
Cullberg(Ballet,(Balle>(Frankfurt,(The(Na-onal(Ballet(of(Canada,(Les(Ballets(Jazz(de(Montréal((Resident(
Choreographer,(2001S2004),(Cedar(Lake(Contemporary(Ballet,(Pacific(Northwest(Ballet,(and(Louise(
Lecavalier/Fou(Glorieux.(And(has(also(collaborated(with(Electric(Company(Theatre(and(Robert(Lepage.((
Crystal(is(Associate(Choreographer(of(Nederlands(Dans(Theater(I(and(Associate(Dance(Ar-st(of(
Canada’s(Na-onal(Arts(Centre.((
In(2013,(Crystal(was(appointed(Associate(Ar-st(at(Sadler’s(Wells,(London.(
In(2002,(she(formed(her(own(company,(Kidd(Pivot,(in(Vancouver.(

Company: Kidd Pivot 
Kidd(Pivot(is(a(company(in(Vancouver(founded(by(Crystal(Pite(that(integrates(movement,(
original(music,(rich(visual(design(and(text.(
It(infuses(classical(elements(of(dance(as(well(as(complex(structured(improvisa-on(
Strong(theatrical(sensibility:(u-lizes(dramaturges,(loose(narra-ve,(film,(use(of(intricate(sets(and(
props,(and(a(keen(sense(of(wit(and(inven-on(

(

“Pite&is&an&image,maker&of&rare&dis2nc2on.”&–"The"
Australian"
(
“The&always&inven2ve&Pite&[is]&hilariously&funny,&posi2vely&
brilliant…&Pite’s&clever&choreographic&language&is&literally&
whatever&is&needed.”(
(–"The"Globe"and"Mail"
(
“Pite&structures&her&work&with&a&thrilling&intelligence&and&
choreographs&with&a&detail&that&makes&you&feel&passion&
and&unease&under&your&own&skin.”(–"The"Guardian"(UK)"
(
“…&her&choreographies&have&their&own&language:&
mercurial&and&full&of&power&and&humor.”(–"Journal"
Frankfurt(

Reviews 

Artistic Influences and Motivations 
Pite(says(ballet(is(very(strongly(ingrained(in(her(and(won’t(wash(away(in(terms(of(movement(
founda-on,(as(she(was(in(a(classical(ballet(company(for(eight(years.(
(A(huge(influence(in(her(style(is(William(Forsythe,(whose(company(she(danced(in(for(five(years.(
He’s(known(to(be(somewhat(of(a(revolu-onary(in(dance,(integra-ng(ballet,(visual(arts,(
installa-ons,(and(film.((
“Conflict&is&vital”&is(a(theme(in(her(work,(in(terms(of(subject(ma>er(such(as(contras-ng(mo-fs,(
i.e.(certainty(vs.(doubt(which(is(also(a(concept(that(can(be(applied(to(movement(with(conflic-ng(
physical(tasks(that(create(a(state(or(torque(or(exer-on.(
“Balance&feels&s2ll&and&peaceful.&I’m&looking&for&the&energy&that&is&created&by&tension.&Tension&
between&rigor&and&recklessness,&between&intellect&and&insight,&between&the&need&to&respect&
tradi2onal&ways&and&the&need&to&subvert&them.”&–Crystal(Pite(
Loose(or(abstracted(narra-ve(in(works,(i.e.(The&Tempest&Replica&based(on(Shakespeare’s(play,(is(
also(something(she(plays(with(trying(to(recreate(the(narra-ve(dance(but(to(a(modern(audience,(
contras-ng(story(ballets(and(theater.(

“&I’m&trying&to&excavate&for&the&truth.”&–Crystal(Pite(

(


